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Technical specifications

pro 46
Robust, reliable and lightweight

AJUSTABLE HANDLEBARS

SINGLE LEVER HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT  

FULL INDICATOR  

UNIQUE CABLE PROTECTION

Ergonomically
designed and safe

Central handlebars
Centrally mounted handlebars with height
adjustment provides operator comfort.

Control at your fingertips
All controls, including the recoil start, are
centralised on the handlebars, at your fin-
gertips.

Low vibration levels
Silent blocks provide low vibration levels to
meet stringent legislation.

Left or Right Hand Operation
The robust optional 52 litre grass box can
easily be removed from either side of the
machine due centrally mounted handle-
bars.

Safety
Maximum safety with blade brake or engine
brake. As soon as the operating lever is
released, the blade stops rotating in less
than 3 seconds.

Grass deflectors
A rear safety flap falls automatically into
place when the mower is used without the
grass box.

High standards
Grass cutting 
The special shape of the mowing deck pro-
duces a powerful suction and blowing

effect to ensure a quality cut with maxi-
mum collection.

Grass box
The Xenoy® grass box can be quickly  emp-
tied by tip and easely cleaned with a hose.
An shows you when the box is full.

Rear-wheel drive
The self-propelled models offer rear-wheel
drive through belt and reduction box ensu-
ring perfect drive, especially on slopes.

Transportation
Pro 46 rotaries are lightweight and compact,
making them ideaal for mobile grass cutting
units. The handlebars fold, without the use
of tools, for transportation or storage.

Long life mowers
Cutting Deck
Pro 46 cutting deck is built from light-
weight XENOY®  for strength and long life.
It carries two year’s warranty in commercial
use and ten years in domestic. 

Engines
ETESIA’s choice of powerful engines gives
long life and low noise level using approxi-
mately 80% of the engines power. 

Cable protection
Unique cable protection prevents damage
from low branches
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Designed to meet the rigours of a wide variety of
commercial grass cutting applications, ETESIA’s

Pro 46 pedestrian rotaries are specified by
contractors who want to profit from 

grasscutting. Highly manoeuvrable 
and lightweight, these rugged mowers 

have a reputation for reliability, low 
maintenance plus minimum downtime. 
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PBE PBTS PHB PHTB PKTB

Engine B&S Quantum XTL 50 HONDA GCV 160 KAWASAKI
OHV FC 150V

Piston displacement 190 cm3 160 cm3 153 cm3

Maximum Power (at 3600 rpm) 5 hp 5,5 hp 4,5 hp
Running speed 3 000 rpm
Ignition Electronic
Fuel Leaded or Unleaded-Petrol
Tank capacity 1,5 litres 1,1 litres 1,3 litres
Starter Recoil
Cutting deck Xenoy®
Cutting width 46 cm (18’’)
Cutting heights variable height adjustment from 0.5 (12.5mm) to 3.5 (88mm) with single lever on each wheel
Forward speed Push 3,4 kph Push Variable from 3 to 4 kph
Blade Safety Engine brake Blade brake system
Wheels 180/200 mm
Noise level at central position 86,5 dB(A) 86 dB(A) 84 dB(A) 84 dB(A) 82 dB(A)
PU 46E Reinforced  collector box 52 litres with full indicator for PRO 46.
PR 46E Mulching kit for PRO 46.
PZ 46E Blade for PRO 46.
PZ 46M Mulching blade PRO 46.


